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The BFG: A Set Of Plays
Fun-to-perform plays for the classroom. A collection of seven short
playlets following the story of Roald Dahl's book in sequence.
Some are for three or four actors and a couple are ideal for
performance by a whole class. Full of humour, excitement and
magic and true to the spirit of Dahl's work. Similar in format to The
Twits and The BFG: Plays for Children. Adapted by David Wood,
well-known in children's theatre (most recently for Goodnight
Mister Tom).
Everybody loves the BFG. Now children can bring him to life!
Children will have a phizzwizardly good time - and their friends
won't believe their gogglers!
Antonio Gamoneda (1931) is a Spanish poet. He was awarded with
the inaugural European Prize for Literature, the Reina Sofia Award,
and the Cervantes Prize, the highest honor in Spanish literature. He
is the author of Sublevación inmóvil / Motionless Revolt (1960),
Descripción de la mentira /A description of the Lie ( 1977), Edad
/Age (Poetry 1947-1986 ), amongst others. Written in the 1960s and
censored for political reasons in Francoist Spain, Castilian Blues
was only published in 1982. This is its first English edition.
Translated by Benito del Pliego & Andrés Fisher. Art cover: "En
Geometría" by Iván Blanco
Contents: Danny the Champion of the World, Fantastic Mr Fox,
Charlie & the Chocolate Factory, Charlie & the Great Glass
Elevator, The BFG, The Giraffe & the Pelly & Me, The Magic
Finger, The Twits, Matilda, The Witches, Boy, Going Solo, Esio
Trot, The Enormous Crocodile, James & the Giant Peach and
Georges Marvellous Medicine. RRP 94.84
The Witches
The Gloriumptious Worlds of Roald Dahl
Moonlight Travellers (Collector's Edition)
Fantastic Mr Fox: A Play
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15 Copy Story Collection

A large-format, signed Collector's Edition of this literary
and artistic meditation on the theme of night travel
from two of our greatest contemporary creative
talents.'The moon drives everyone mad - you know
that, well enough. But this is no lycanthropic or
otherwise spooky metamorphosis: it's far stranger than
that...' When Quentin Blake embarked on creating a set
of new drawings on fantasies of travel, even he had not
envisaged a series so sombre, so haunting, as
Moonlight Travellers. These watercolour journeys
through unknown landscapes capture, with unmatched
skill, all the mystery and intrigue of the dead of night. A
unique collaboration, this book brings Blake's macabre
wit into dialogue with the imaginative insight of Will
Self. With characteristic sharpness, Self mingles fiction,
fact and flights of memory to transport the reader on a
radical tour of Blake's mysterious lands. In Moonlight
Travellers, two creative minds at the height of their
powers connect word and image, darkness and light
with our deepest sensibilities. In eight-wheeled
contraptions and winged machines, they carry us on a
trail of dreamlike journeys. After all, 'there's nothing
more prosaic - at least, at this end of human history than a car journey.'
A new edition of the well-loved story of Danny and his
father who outwit their greedy, rich neighbour, Mr
Victor Hazell. With a great new cover by Quentin Blake
as well as a whole new exciting end section about Roald
Dahl and his world.
Nine-year-old Fergus Crane's life is filled with classes on
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the school ship Betty Jeanne, interesting neighbors,
and helping with his mother's work until a mysterious
box flies into his window and leads him toward
adventure.
BEWARE. Real witches dress in ordinary clothes and
look like ordinary women. But they are not ordinary.
They are always plotting and scheming with
murderous, bloodthirsty thoughts - and they hate
children. The Grand High Witch hates children most of
all and plans to make every single one of YOU
disappear. Only one boy and his grandmother can stop
her, but if their plan fails the Grand High Witch will
frizzle them like fritters, and then what . . . ? Now you
can listen to THE WITCHES and other Roald Dahl
audiobooks read by some very famous voices, including
Kate Winslet, David Walliams and Steven Fry - plus
there are added squelchy sound effects from Pinewood
Studios! And look out for new Roald Dahl apps in the
App store and Google Play- including the disgusting
TWIT OR MISS! and HOUSE OF TWITS inspired by the
revolting Twits.
A Set of Plays
The Great Mouse Plot
16 Story Collection
Fergus Crane
Junie B. Jones Has a Monster Under Her Bed

With notes on staging, props, and costumes, a
collection of plays based on the author's book can be
performed with the minimum of experience or
resources. Reprint.
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory and Charlie and
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the Great Glass Elevator together in a single bumper
volume with phizz-whizzing new Roald Dahl
branding! In CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE
FACTORY, Mr Willy Wonka opened the gates of his
amazing factory to Charlie Bucket, our hero, and four
repulsive children. They are Augustus Gloop
(greedy), Veruca Salt (spoiled), Violet Beauregard
(gum-chewer) and Mike Teavee (TV addict). Next, in
CHARLIE AND THE GREAT GLASS ELVEVATOR,
Charlie and his family find themselves orbiting the
Earth with Mr Willy Wonka. WHOOSH! So grab your
gizzard! Hold your hats! Pay attention please. Mr
Wonka wouldn't like to lose any of you at this stage
of the proceedings . . . Listen to CHARLIE and other
Roald Dahl audiobooks read by some very famous
voices, including Kate Winslet, David Walliams and
Steven Fry - plus there are added squelchy
soundeffects from Pinewood Studios! Look out for
new Roald Dahl apps in the App store and Google
Play- including the disgusting TWIT OR MISS!
inspired by the revolting Twits.
A Piece of Cake is a short, gripping story of life in
wartime from Roald Dahl, the master of the shocking
tale. In A Piece of Cake, Roald Dahl, one of the
world's favourite authors, tells the horrific story of a
pilot whose plane crashes in the desert. A Piece of
Cake is taken from the short story collection Over to
You, which includes nine other dramatic and
terrifying tales of life as a wartime fighter pilot, and is
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drawn from Dahl's own experiences during the
Second World War. This story is also available as a
Penguin digital audio download read by Julian RhindTutt. Roald Dahl, the brilliant and worldwide
acclaimed author of Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, James and the Giant Peach, Matilda, and
many more classics for children, also wrote scores of
short stories for adults. These delightfully disturbing
tales have often been filmed and were most recently
the inspiration for the West End play, Roald Dahl's
Twisted Tales by Jeremy Dyson. Roald Dahl's
stories continue to make readers shiver today.
Six Roald Dahl favourites come together in this very
special collection: Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory, Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator,
Danny the Champion of the World, George's
Marvellous Medicine, The BFG and The Twits.
Complete with fun and fascinating extra material
offering a sneak peek into the wonderful world of
Dahl, this is a collection to treasure forever.
The BFG Group Set
Six Marvellous Stories Including The BFG and Five
Other Stories
The BFG
Laureate's Progress
Fantastic Mr. Fox
Read Mrs Twit's recipe for bird pie! Take a look
at the Trunchbull's tips for school discipline.
Explore The Witchophile's Manual and learn how
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to recognise a witch. Dive into your favourite
Roald Dahl story, or maybe you'll discover a new
one in The Gloriumptious Worlds of Roald Dahl –
the perfect book for fans of the world's number
one storyteller. Discover intriguing facts about
the author and what inspired him, and explore
the worlds he created, from Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory to The Witches, Matilda to The
BFG. This book contains never-before-seen
newspaper clippings, letters, spells, diary
entries, recipes and more, plus a bonus envelope
packed with booklets and activity sheets to
inspire budding storytellers. So watch out,
'tremendous things are in store for you! Many
wonderful surprises await you!'
FANTASTIC MR FOX by Roald Dahl - a short
dramatization by Sally Reid - perfect for schools
- of Dahl's immensely popular story for younger
readers in which clever Mr Fox outwits the three
nasty farmers: Boggis. Bunce and Bean. An
excellent adaptation by Sally Reid, with staging
advice on props, lighting and scenery at the end
of the book. Roald Dahl, the best-loved of
children's writers, was born in Wales of
Norwegian parents. His books continue to be
bestsellers, despite his death in 1990, and
worldwide booksales are over 100 million!
The Roald Dahl Treasury is a delightful collection
by and about the World's Number One
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Storyteller. Four exciting sections - ANIMALS;
MAGIC; FAMILY, FRIENDS AND HEROES; and
MATTERS OF IMPORTANCE - introduce some of
Roald Dahl's most popular characters, from the
Enormous Crocodile to the Twits, from the
Witches to the BFG, from James to Matilda.
Throughout this book, you can delve into stories,
poems, memoirs and letters galore all
wonderfully illustrated by Quentin Blake as well
as other well-known artists, including Raymond
Briggs, Babette Cole, Posy Simmonds and Ralph
Steadman. This book is the perfect gift for Roald
Dahl fans and for all those yet to discover his
magic.
Suggests activities to be used in the classroom
to accompany the reading of The BFG by Roald
Dahl.
The BFG, by Roald Dahl
The Bfg
The Best of Roald Dahl
Olivia Kidney
The BfgA Set of Plays
One way up you have the marvellous Mister Magnolia - rooty
toot toot! The other way up rejoice in the rhyme of Angelica
Sprocket and her amazing pockets! Great fun to read aloud,
these picture book classics are perfect partners!
The well-loved story of The BFG will celebrate its 30th
anniversary in 2012 with a brand new cover by the inimitable
Quentin Blake. Every night, when the world is sleeping, big
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gruesome giants guzzle up whoppsy-whiffling human beans.
And there's only one giant who can stop them - the BFG. He's
the kindest giant there is and, with his friend Sophie in his top
pocket, he sets out to rid the world of the Bloodbottler, the
Fleshlumpeater and all their rotsome friends forever. With
additional fun pages at the end of the story - including More
About The BFG and Roald Dahl's Gobblefunk.
A collection of seven short plays based on Roald Dahl's book
includes plays that are for three or four actors and a couple that
are ideal for performance by a whole class. Reprint.
Creative Writing with the BFG
Guided Reading Program
A Piece of Cake (A Roald Dahl Short Story)
The Complete Adventures of Charlie and Mr Willy Wonka
The BFG (Colour Edition)

(Vocal Selections). 13 piano/vocal
arrangements (with the melody in the piano
part) from the Broadway rendition of the
Roald Dahl classic. Songs include: I've Got a
Golden Ticket * If Your Father Were Here * It
Must Be Believed to Be Seen * A Letter from
Charlie Bucket * More of Him to Love * Pure
Imagination * The Queen of Pop * Strike That,
Reverse It * The View from Here * What
Could Possibly Go Wrong? * When Veruca
Says * When Willy Met Oompa * Willy Wonka!
Willy Wonka!
Twenty wickedly anarchic tales from the
master of the unpredictable, chosen from his
bestsellers Over to You, Someone Like You,
Kiss Kiss and Switch Bitch.Stylish,
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outrageous and haunting, they explore the
sinister side of the human psyche with
unexpected outcomes. There's the wife who
serves up a murderous new dish to her
husband, the gambler who collects little
fingers from losers, the sound machine that
can hear grass scream, and the night-time
seduction that has macabre consequences, to
name a few.
Bring your story alive in a whoppsy setting!
Explore adjectives, imagery, similes and more
with the BFG. These fun activities and writing
tasks help to develop language and
vocabulary skills, giving you the tools you
need to write your own story. Learn how to
set a scene, appeal to the senses and write
detailed descriptions of your setting.Roald
Dahl's Creative Writing sparks creativity,
builds confidence and inspires young writers
through the wonderful worlds of these bestloved stories. Filled with top tips and ideas
boxes, each book introduces techniques and
methods to help you plan and write a phizzwhizzing story of your own!
Based on Roald Dahl's The BFG, this journal
is the perfect place for imaginative children
to record all their dreams and ideas. The
pages of this journal feature Quentin Blake's
art from the original story, and are full of fun
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writing and drawing prompts to help spark
readers' imaginations. Whether they're
inventing new recipes for snozzcumbers, or
describing the contents of the BFG's bottled
dreams, children will have hours of
enjoyment with Sophie and the BFG.
The Twits
Phizz-Whizzing Stories - Gobblefunk
The Bfg's Gloriumptious Journal
The BFGs Gloriumptious Sticker Activity
Book
Danny the Champion of the World
After hearing from a classmate at kindergarten
that people have monsters under their beds,
Junie B. Jones is afraid to go to sleep that night.
The classic Roald Dahl story with fabulous fullcolour illustrations by Quentin Blake. George
Kranky's Grandma is a miserable grouch. George
really hates that horrid old witchy woman. One
Saturday morning, George is in charge of giving
Grandma her medicine. So-ho! Ah-ha! Ho-hum!
George knows exactly what to do. A magic
medicine* it will be. One that will either cure her
completely . . . or blow off the top of her head.
*WARNING: Do not try to make George's
Marvellous Medicine yourselves at home. It could
be dangerous. Look out for new Roald Dahl apps
in the App store and Google Play- including the
disgusting TWIT OR MISS! and HOUSE OF TWITS
inspired by the revolting Twits. "A true genius . .
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. Roald Dahl is my hero" David Walliams
Twelve-year-old Olivia explores her new
apartment building and finds a psychic, talking
lizards, a shrunken ex-pirate, an exiled princess,
ghosts, and other unusual characters. Ages 9+.
One of Roald Dahl's funniest books for children.
Mr and Mrs Twit are extremely nasty, so the
Muggle-Wump monkeys and the Roly-Poly bird
hatch an ingenious plan to give them just the
ghastly surprise they deserve! This includes a
whole new exciting end section about Roald Dahl
and his world.
The Roald Dahl Treasury
Roald Dahl 16 Book Slipcase Collection
Roald Dahl's Scrumdiddlyumptious Story
Collection
How to Write Splendid Settings
Set of 4 Books

Three farmers, each one meaner than the
other, try all-out warfare to get rid of the fox
and his family.
A dramatic adaptation of the story about Willy
Wonka, his wondrous chocolate factory, and
Charlie Bucket's good fortune offers a script
complete with stage directions and suggestions
for lighting, scenery, and props.
The much-loved Roald Dahl story now in full
colour format. When Sophie is snatched from
her bed in the middle of the night by a giant
with a stride as long as a tennis court she is
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sure she's going to be eaten for breakfast. But
luckily for Sophie, the BFG is far more jumbly
than his disgusting neighbours, whose favourite
pastime is guzzling up whoppsy-whiffling
human beans. Sophie is determined to stop all
this, and so she and the BFG cook up an
ingenious plan to rid of the world of the
Bloodbottler, the Fleshlumpeater and all their
rotsome friends forever.
" It's quite extraordinary . . . to get up one
morning and o be told that you have become the
Children's Laureate; ven more extraordinary to
be the first.' Quentin Blake Charting Quentin
Blake's experience as the first ever Children's
Laureate, this book explores what the author
perceived his new job to entail, and also takes
us through the many other books, illustrations
and projects that he undertook during this time.
It is a fascinating insight into not only this most
significant of roles, but also into the work of
one of our best loved author-illustrators.
The New Musical; Broadway Edition Vocal
Selections
Explore the characters and creations of the
World's Number One Storyteller
Roald Dahl Collection
George's Marvellous Medicine (Colour Edn)
Mister Magnolia
A tale of friendship between a young orphan named Sophie and a
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25-foot tall big friendly giant, who catches dreams each night in
Dream Country and with a magical trumpet blows the good ones
into the minds of sleeping children.
A Play
Plays for Children
Red Edition Level M
Study Guide
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
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